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honorable act more infallibly damns a public man. The
middle class, meaning by that an educated class such as
the country gentlemen of England are, I think cannot be
matched any where—I will not, however, pretend that I
am an unprejudiced judge. All my opinions all my life,
from my youth upwards, have been formed by the course
of reading a young man of decent connections in England
naturally falls into—many of my early and best friends
were of that class and I own I have seen nothing in the
national history to give the lie to these opinions. No
nation that I have ever read of has been oftener led on
by generous impulses into war, or has sacrificed more in
defense of liberal opinions. I cannot quite agree with
you about General Jackson—altho' I am quite ready to
believe he is as good as Adams was. His speech deserves
the praise you give us—but with some exceptions—but I
do not think his conduct since has answered to what was
expected from his previous character. It was, I think,
believed that he would err in being too obstinate and
positive—selfwilled and unbending—he has, I believe,
shewn himself as yielding, as vacillating, as popularity-
seeking as any common regularly bred politician, and he
has certainly pushed the burning-out principle far beyond
all defensible grounds and opened a torrent of corruption
which I think threatens to overwhelm all chance of any-
thing like a fair and free choice of any great officer of our
government. In nine cases out of ten, where no imminent
danger threatens the country, all will be a bargain and
sale before hand—if I vote for you or exert myself for
you, you must give me a place—in case of danger, the
danger itself will bring the remedy. I agree very much
with you as to Jefferson's letters. They certainly raised
my opinion both of his talents and integrity—many pas-

